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q two very useful papers of the year 



Pauli   himself   wrote   to   Baade:

“Today  I  did  something  a  physicist  
should  never  do.     I  predicted  something  
which  will  never  be  observed experimentally..."

exhibits  unexpected  properties  (puzzles)

E.Fermi,
1933“                     “



…up   to   now   absolute   value            

after  90 years left    

H.Bethe, R.Peierls,  
«The ‘neutrino’»

Nature 133 (1934) 532 

«There is no practically possible 
way of observing the neutrino»

… however …

? 
… puzzles …



with very small 
magnetic moment

Crucial role of neutrino
is a “tiny” particle

very light
electrically neutral

:

weak interactions are
indeed weak

?

… free path in water…
at the final stages of development of particular 
elementary particle physics framework

horizons    of   new   physics

?



manifests itself most clearly 
under the influence of  

extreme external conditions:

and

dense background  matter 

strong   external electromagnetic  fields                           

weak interactions are
indeed weak … free path in water…



… in spite of reasonable  efforts … 

results  of  terrestrial   lab   experiments
on               (and EM   properties in general )

as well as data from 
astrophysics and cosmology 

are   in   agreement   with     “ZERO”         
EM   properties

… However, in course of recent development of  
knowledge on          mixing and oscillations, 

… problem  and   puzzle …  
electromagnetic  properties

up  to  now  nothing  has  been  seen



electromagnetic 
properties                                                      

(flash on theory) 



… Why           electromagnetic properties are important ?
…Why        em properties to new physics ?

… How does it all  relate to         oscillations ?

in Standard Model 
= О !!!

magnetic moment



In  the  easiest  generalization of  SM

if KATRIN limit

then  

many orders of magnitude smaller than present experimental limits: 

astrophysical (           and         ) limits 
solar SN

limitations imposed by general principles of any theory are very strict  

is no less extravagant than possibility of  q = 0  

from  neutrality  of   hydrogen  atom  

much weaker constraints are imposed by astrophysics 

reactor limits GEMMA  2012

Borexino  2017

K.Fujikawa, R.Shrock,
Phys.Rev.Lett. 

45 (1980) 963 



… a bit of             electromagnetic 
properties theory …  



q

p´p

electromagnetic vertex function

Matrix element of electromagnetic current
is a Lorentz vector

should be constructed  using

vectors and 

matrices 
tensors

Lorentz covariance (1)
and electromagnetic
gauge invariance (2)



Vertex function there are three sets of operators:

vertex function (using Gordon-like identities)

the only dependence on        remains because ,

pp´

q



Gordon-like identities



Electromagnetic gauge invariance   (2)
(requirement  of  current  conservation) 

charge
dipole electric and magnetic

anapole
4 Form Factors

… consistent with
Lorentz-covariance  (1)

+
electromagnetic gauge invariance (2)

vertex function

q

p
p´



1) CP invariance + Hermiticity = 0 , 

Matrix element of  electromagnetic current between 
neutrino states

,
where vertex function generally contains 4 form factors

dipole
1. electric

4. anapole

2. magnetic
3. electric

Dirac

Hermiticity and  discrete symmetries  of  EM current put constraints 
on form factors           

EM properties a way to distinguish 
Dirac and Majorana

2) at zero momentum transfer only electric 
Charge              and  magnetic moment
contribute to                             ,
3) Hermiticity itself three form factors
are real:                                                .

Majorana
1) from CPT invariance 
(regardless   CP   or   CP  ) .

=  0 …as early as 1939, W.Pauli …



In general case matrix element of can be considered between 
different initial           and final             states of different masses

and

form factors are matrices in          mass eigenstates space

Dirac 

1) Hermiticity itself does not apply           
restrictions on form factors

o

( off-diagonal case )

2) CP invariance + Hermiticity

,

are relatively real (no relative phases) 

Majorana

1) CP invariance + hermiticity

or

… beyond 
SM…  

… quite different
EM properties … 



magnetic and electric moments 
which couple together mass eigenstates

and

Effective Lagrangian for the spin component of        vertex 

em field 
tensor

change of the helicity states 

diagonal moments
transitional moments

for   Majorana

EM properties 
a way to distinguish Dirac and Majorana

… beyond
beyond 

SM…  



… for                   
non-diagonal = transitional 

If    diagonal                        

were    confirmed

then
Dirac

Majorana

… importance   of               studies…

… progress 
in   experimental       
studies  of 



… two   remarks …



Difference between electromagnetic vertex 
function of massive and massless

electric charge                  and anapole form factors 
are  related  to  Dirac form factor (and to each other):   

In case   m   = 0 there is no such simple relation  
(because term in anapole FF cannot be neglected) 

For left-handed m = 0



form factors in gauge models

Form Factors at zero momentum transfer                      are elements of   scattering matrix
in any consistent theoretical model  FF in matrix element 

gauge independent and   finite
…therefore…

FF at determine static properties of           
that can be probed (measured)  in direct interaction 
with external  em fields 

This is the case for 

in minimally extended SM
(                is an exceptional case)

In non-Abelian gauge models,  
FF at can be not invariant under gauge transformation
because (in general)  off-shell photon propagator is gauge dependent !

… One-photon approximation is not enough 
to get physical quantity…

… FF in matrix element cannot be directly 
measured in experiment with  em field …

… FF can contribute to higher order processes 
accessible for experimental observation

FF

γ



Dipole magnetic and electric

are most well studied and theoretically understood
among form factors

…because  in the limit                       they have 
nonvanishing values 

ν magnetic moment

ν electric moment  ???



… a bit more on         electromagnetic 
properties theory 

(em properties in gauge models) 



vertex function







Contributions of proper vertices diagrams
(dimensional-regularization scheme)





M.Dvornikov, A.Studenikin
PRD, 2004

Direct calculations of complete set of one-loop contributions 
to           vertex function  in minimally extended SM

(for a massive Dirac neutrino) 

,

… in case CP conservation

Electric charge                  = 0 and is gauge-independent 

Magnetic moment                       is finite and gauge-independent

Gauge and qxq dependence … 



Magnetic  moment  dependence

on  neutrino  mass



Calculation of       magnetic moment 
( massive       , arbitrary        - gauge)

Dvornikov, Studenikin
PRD 2004 

magnetic
moment

two mass parameters

and gauge-fixing parameter

- unitary gauge,               - ‘t Hooft-Feynman gauge 

Proper vertices

3.2



= 100
= 1 (‘t Hooft-Feynman )

= 0.1

Gauge and qxq dependence … Dvornikov,
Studenikin, 
PRD 2004 

dipole magnetic form factor

magnetic 
moment



Gabral-Rosetti, 
Bernabeu, 
Vidal,  Zepeda, 
Eur.Phys.J C 12 
(2000) 633

Dvornikov, 
Studenikin,  
Phys.Rev.D 69 
(2004) 073001; 
JETP 99 (2004) 254

light

heavy

intermediate

. . . in   case   of   mixing . . . 



i ji j

Neutrino  (beyond SM)
dipole moments

(+ transition moments)
Dirac neutrino

Majorana neutrino
only for

or

… depending on relative 
CP phase of              and ji

transition moments are suppressed,
Glashow – Iliopoulos - Maiani

cancellation,
for diagonal moments there is no

GIM cancellation

transition moments vanish
because unitarity of  U

implies that its rows or columns
represent orthogonal vectors

P.Pal, 
L.Wolfenstein

1982 



The first nonzero contribution from
neutrino transition moments

… neutrino radiative 
decay is very slow 

Dirac diagonal  (i=j) magnetic moment for CP-invariant 
interactions

GIM cancellation 

for  massless (in the absence of right-handed charged currents) 

- to leading order - independent on U and 
no GIM cancellation 

Lee, Shrock,
Fujikawa, 1977

1

…possibility to measure fundamental



…the present status… 

to   have   visible

is  not  an  easy  task  for 

theoreticians 

and  experimentalists 



Naïve  relationship  between and m

If           is generated by physics beyond the SM at energy scale  Λ ,

then

contribution to           given by      m , then

P. Vogel e.a., 2006

3.3

Voloshin, 1988;
Barr, Freire,
Zee, 1990

…combination of constants 
and loop factors…

…  problem to get large and  still  acceptable                m
--



3.6 Neutrino  magnetic moment   in
left-right symmetric models 

i j

i j

,

Gauge bosons
mass states

with mixing angle           of  gauge bosons     with pure  couplings 

Kim, 1976; Marciano, Sanda, 1977
Beg, Marciano, Ruderman, 1978

,

… charged lepton mass … … neutrino mass …



for BSM (       ) without fine tuning and
under the assumption that 

“On compatibility of  small                          
with large           of neutrino”,
Sov.J.Nucl.Phys. 48 (1988) 512

Voloshin, 1988

… there may be (2)SU νsymmetry that forbids but not

supersymmetry
extra dimensions

considerable enhancement of 
to experimentally relevant range

Large magnetic moment

Bar, Freire, Zee, 1990

model-independent constraint Bell, 
Cirigliano, 

Ramsey-Musolf, 
Vogel, 
Wise, 

2005

“Enhanced electromagnetic transition dipole 
moments and radiative decays of massive 
neutrinos due to the seesaw-induced non-

unitary effects”

Z.Z.Xing, Y.L.Zhou,

Phys.Lett.B 715 (2012) 178



… Strict requirements for Q quantization
may disappear in extensions of  standard 

EW model  if          with Y = 0
are included :  in the absence of  Y
quantization  electric charges 

Q gets dequantized

In SM   (without        )  triangle anomalies
cancellation constraints certain relations among particle hypercharges     
that is enough to fix all        so that they, and consequently Q, are quantized

gauge invariance
+

anomaly cancellation constraints

neutrality Q=0
is attributed to         

… A remark on electric charge of …

imposed in SM of
electroweak 
interactions

Foot, Joshi, Lew, Volkas, 1990;
Foot, Lew, Volkas, 1993;
Babu, Mohapatra, 1989, 1990
Foot ,  He (1991)

…General proof:
In SM :

Q=0Q=0 is proven also by direct calculation in SM 
within different gauges and methods

Bardeen, Gastmans, Lautrup, 1972;
Cabral-Rosetti, Bernabeu, Vidal, Zepeda, 

2000;
Beg, Marciano, Ruderman, 1978;

Marciano, Sirlin, 1980;   Sakakibara, 
1981;

Dvornikov,  Studenikin, 2004 
(for SM in one-loop calculations)

millicharged

Beyond 
Standard

Model



Although it is usually assumed that      are electrically neutral (charge quant. Implies                   ),
can be characterized by two ± charge distributions 

charge radius and anapole moment 
dipoleelectric anapolemagnetic

charge radius is introduced as 

… it is often claimed 
for SM massless 

anapole moment

Interpretation of charge radius as an observable is rather delicate issue:         represents 
a correction to tree-level electroweak scattering amplitude between        and charged 
particles, which receives radiative corrections from several diagrams ( including       
exchange) to be considered simultaneously               calculated CR  is  infinite and gauge 
dependent quantity. For        with m=0,          and         can be defined 
(finite and gauge independent) from scattering cross section.       

Bernabeu, Papavassiliou, 
Vidal, Nucl.Phys. B 680

(2004) 450

+

and even for electric charge               = 0

to be correct
Giunti, Studenikin
Rev.Mod.Phys.2015

electric

for two-component massless 
left-handed Weyl spinors of SM

… in SM charge radius and anapole moment are not defined separately … 

? ? ? For massive           ? ? ?

? ? ?



Carlo Giunti, A.S. arXiv:0812.3646



To obtain         electroweak radius as physical 
(finite, not divergent) quantity

Contribution of box diagram to

Bernabeu, 
Papavassiliou,

Vidal, 2004

…contribution to      - e
scattering experiments 
through

… theoretical predictions and present
experimental limits are in agreement 

within one order of magnitude…



charge rad.                         is most accessible for exp. observations

AS ‘14, Chen ea ‘14
AS ‘14 (astrophysics)
neutrality of matter

q
e

-- 12

-- 19
-- 21 0

reactor          scattering

Electromagnetic Properties  of 

EP theory - vertex function matrices in        mass 
eigenstates  space

Dirac Majoranaelectric   charge
magnetic      moment

electric   moment
anapole  moment 

form   factors                      
at    

static EP  of

if ifif ifif

if

Hermiticity and   discrete symmetries  of  EM current             
put constraints  on  form factors     

EMP        experimental  bounds

q
ifµ

if

ifa
if

q   = 0
if

if

ifa
if

CPT
+

charge 
concervationεε

µ

transition  moments                 are   GIM  suppressed

much   greater   values     are   Beyond  Minimally   Extended  SM 
µ
ε

µ eff -- 11
µ

B

GEMMA  2012
Borexino 2017 ~ XENON1T  2020
astrophys., Raffelt ea 1988, 2020
Arcoa Dias ea 2015

Alexander  StudenikinMSU                                                           JINRGiunti,  Studenikin,
“       electromagnetic 
interactions:  A window to new 
physics”,  Rev.Mod.Phys, 2015

Studenikin,
“Electromagnetic          properties:

New constraints and new effects”,  
arXiv: 2102.05468

Fujikawa &  Shrock, 1980

= 0/

< >



The end of Lecture # 1 
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Bruno Pontecorvo,
«Mesonium and anti-mesonium»,
Sov.Phys.JETP 6 (1957) 429
Zh.Eksp.Teor.Fiz. 33 (1957) 549-551:

«It was assumed above that there exists a 
conservation law for the neutrino charge, 
according to which a neutrino cannot change 
into an antineutrino in any approximation. This 
law has not yet been established; evidently it 
has been merely shown that the neutrino and 
antineutrino are not identical particles. 

if

then

In vacuum 

If the two-component neutrino theory should turn out 
to be incorrect … and if the conservation law of neutrino 
charge would not apply, then in principle neutrino –
antineutrino transitions could take place in vacuo»



Bruno Pontecorvo,
«Inverse β processes and 
nonconcervation of leptonic charge»,
JINR Preprint P-95, Dubna, 1957, 
3 pages :

«Neutrinos in vacuum can transform 
themselves into antineutrino and vice 
versa. This means that neutrino and 
antineutrino are particle mixtures… 
So, for example, a beam of neutral 
leptons from a reactor which at first 
consists mainly of antineutrinos will 
change its composition and at a 
certain distance R from the reactor 
will be composed of neutrino and 
antineutrino in equal quantities».

Staff  member  at 
Faculty  of   Physics  of 

Moscow  State University, 
1966 - 1986 

if

then
in vacuum 

64 years  of  mixing  
and   oscillations    !



only   in 
and 
matter at rest

64 years !

1913-1993
Bruno  Pontecorvo



PMNS matrix





spin and spin-flavour oscillations in
Consider two different neutrinos:
with magnetic moment interaction

.

Twisting magnetic field                                 (for  solar            etc …  )                         

evolution equation



Resonance amplification of oscillations in matter:
Akhmedov, Lim 
Marciano,1988

… similar   to MSW  effect

spin and spin-flavour oscillations in



… flavour oscillations   spin oscillations…

= Ω



The end of Presentation # 1.1 



The end of Lecture # 1  
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